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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study, named AWARDS (Advanced microwave Radiometers in Deep space Stations), is the preliminary design of a transmission Media Calibration System (MCS) to be located at an ESA Deep Space Antenna (DSA) site. The crucial aspect is the capability to accurately retrieve the tropospheric path delay along the line-of-sight of the deep space probe in order to allow precise tropospheric calibration of deep space observables (range and range-rate) with particular reference to the BepiColombo spacecraft and its primary DSA at Cebreros (ES).

The study focuses on two main aspects which lead to the preliminary design of the Mercury Orbiter Radioscience Experiment (MORE) MCS: the characterization of current microwave radiometers (MWRs) available at ESA/ESTEC and the atmospheric fluctuation effects on the MCS error budget, in terms of the Allan standard deviation (ASD).

In the course of the study, further critical aspects have been identified (effects of Sun contamination, effects of ground noise emission), and mitigation strategies have been proposed.

The final outcome is a preliminary design of the MWR (and the entire MCS) to be deployed at the ESA/ESTRACK (ESA Tracking station network) sites and being compliant with MORE requirements.

1. INTRODUCTION

We present the main activities and results obtained in the ESA contract: Advanced microWave Radiometers in Deep space Stations (AWARDS) [1]. Precise microwave tracking systems are a key tool for planetary exploration: the use of Ka-band and multifrequency systems, in particular, was proven to increase the level of accuracy for a variety of scientific objectives ranging from gravity science to relativity studies, from atmospheric radio occultations to bistatic radar experiments [2] [3].

The NASA Cassini mission was the first mission endowed with a multifrequency link designed to cancel out the effects of charged particles in the solar corona interplanetary plasma and the Earth ionosphere. This has allowed to carry out two of the most precise experimental tests of general relativity performed so far: the Cassini Gravitational Waves Experiment (GWE) and the Cassini Solar Conjunction Experiment (SCE) ([4], [5]).

Following these successes, the next ESA mission to Mercury, BepiColombo, will carry onboard the Mercury Orbiter Radioscience Experiment – MORE [6]. This experiment makes use of a digital transponder at Ka-band, where a ranging channel capable of measurements as accurate as 20 cm, with an integration time of a few seconds, was added to the Doppler channel expected to provide two-way range-rate measurements accurate to 3 µm/s, at 1000 s observation time. MORE has precise requirements in terms of the error contribution to the end-to-end error budget for the ground segment and the residual uncalibrated media noises. In particular, the antenna mechanical noise and the residual tropospheric noise are among the major noise sources for deep space tracking [7], once the solar and interplanetary plasma is removed thanks to the multifrequency link configuration.

Current MORE error budgets require the residual tropospheric noise to be less than 2 cm on medium-long time scales for ranging observables, and $8 \times 10^{-15}$ s/s at 1000 s (expressed in terms of Allan Standard Deviation
- ASD [8] for range rate observables. In this study, MORE requirements have been revised and renamed as AWARDS requirements. As far as the AWARDS requirements are concerned, the following values have been considered: $3 \times 10^{-14}$ s/s at 20 s, $3 \times 10^{-15}$ s/s at 1000 s and $3 \times 10^{-15}$ s/s at 10000 s.

As shown in Figure 1, compared to the MORE requirements the AWARDS ones are more severe at 1000 s and 10000 s. This revision was decided to evaluate the technological limits and to reduce as much as possible the impact of the troposphere component on the entire MORE error budget. A smaller impact of the troposphere component might also mitigate some limitations in other components (e.g. the spacecraft segment).

The very stringent AWARDS requirements can be met only by using a dedicated instrument, the MCS incorporating an ultra-stable MWR, capable to estimate the Slant Wet Delay (SWD) [9] along the DSA-probe line of sight. A crucial characteristic of the AWARDS study is the evaluation of current MWR performance in terms of ASD. For this purpose two ESA MWRs were compared: the RPG-ATPROP (Atmospheric Profiler) [10] and the RESCOM, both based on Dicke switch technology [11] and channels in the same main water vapor and liquid bands (23.8 GHz and 31.4 GHz). Together with a preliminary design of the MCS, the evaluation of the performance of the MWR were the core of the AWARDS study.

2. TECHNIQUES FOR THE STABILITY CHARACTERIZATION OF MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS

The radio science experiment requirements are defined in terms of two-way tracking ASD at different observation times. The ASD is defined for the statistical analysis of the stability of atomic time oscillators. Further developed studies demonstrated that the theory can be applied to other time series, and it is particularly useful in the statistical characterization of the stability of a Doppler link [12]. Moreover, it is also widely used in the context of other noise processes, such as instrumental radiometric noise [13], [14].

In the following paragraphs both a description of the computation process of the ASD and three methods used in the study to characterize the MWR internal noise are presented. A definition of ASD, as given in [15], is particularly useful for the estimation of the stability of the measured troposphere path delay:

$$\sigma_n(t) = \sqrt{\frac{3 \cdot \sigma_n}{\tau}} \quad [s/s] \quad (1)$$

Where $\sigma_n(t)$ is the path delay in seconds at time $t$, $\tau$ is the Doppler observation time. Equation (1) defines a statistical quantity which is proportional to the second-order variability of the delay over $\tau$. The path delay $x$ is obtained from the PD measurements simply by dividing by the speed of light.

A crucial characteristic of Eq. (1) is that the presence of a bias and a drift in the data does not affect the result in terms of ASD. Moreover, for short timescales $\tau$ (up to 1000 s), the model of the residual path delay due to the MWR internal noise can be modeled as a combination of a linear drift, a bias and a White Gaussian Noise (WGN) of standard deviation $\sigma_n$ [15]. With this approximation the ASD can be simplified to:

$$\sigma_n(t) = \sqrt{\frac{3 \cdot \sigma_n}{\tau}} \quad [s/s] \quad (2)$$

2.1. Theoretical Internal Noise Computation

Starting from Eq. (2) the standard deviation $\sigma_n$ can be defined as the radiometric resolution of the water vapor channel. Considering the generic equation of the radiometric resolution of a noise injection Dicke switch MWR like ATPROP [16]:

$$\sigma_{dicke}(\Delta t) = 2 \sqrt{\frac{T_{REF} + T_B}{\sqrt{BA}}} \quad [K] \quad (3)$$

Where: $\Delta t$ is the MWR integration time, $T_{REF}$ is the temperature of the reference load, $T_B$ is the receiver noise temperature and $B$ is the bandwidth.

$$\sigma_n(\Delta t) = \sigma_{dicke}(\Delta t) \cdot \nu_n \quad [s] \quad (4)$$

Where $\nu_n$ represents the water vapor channel and $\nu$ is the radiometric sensitivity, which is in the order of $2 \times 10^{-11}$ s/K for the 23.8 GHz channel.

By replacing Eq. (4) in Eq. (2) it is possible to estimate the theoretical internal noise of the instrument in terms of ASD starting from the design MWR parameters.

2.2. Difference procedure

This technique named "Difference Procedure" has been defined to characterize the internal noise of a MWR based on the measurements of another radiometer. The two MWRs have to be installed close
to each other and pointing in the same direction. The main idea is that apart from all possible instrumental differences, the two instruments are observing the same atmosphere.

For each instrument, the estimated SWD can be separated in the sum of two contributions: a SWD due to the atmosphere, \( \text{SWD}_{\text{atm}} \), and a contribution due to the instrumental internal noise, \( \text{SWD}_I \). Labeling the instruments with the subscript \( A \) (the instrument to be characterized) and \( B \), the sum of the WPD can be written as:

\[
\text{SWD}_A = \text{SWD}_{\text{atm}} + \text{SWD}_A^I \quad (4)
\]

\[
\text{SWD}_B = \text{SWD}_{\text{atm}} + \text{SWD}_B^I
\]

The procedure is based on the use of the ASD of the difference of the two instruments' SWD. This means that, according to the previous hypothesis, the tropospheric contribution cancels out while the sum (in a quadratic sense) of the instrumental internal noise remains. The \( \text{ASD} \) of the difference of the two signals is defined as:

\[
\Delta \text{ASD}_{ab}(\tau) = \text{ASD}((\text{SWD}_A(t)) - \text{ASD}((\text{SWD}_B(t)) \quad (5)
\]

Replacing the terms of equation (5) in equation (4), expanding and simplifying, it results:

\[
\Delta \text{ASD}_{ab}(\tau) = \sqrt{\text{ASD}_A^I(\tau)^2 + \text{ASD}_B^I(\tau)^2} \quad (6)
\]

where \( \text{ASD}_A^I \) and \( \text{ASD}_B^I \) are the \( \text{ASD} \) due to internal noise of instrument \( A \) and \( B \), respectively. Since the two instruments are different it is assumed that instrument \( B \) is \( N \) times more noisy than instrument \( A \) (which is the instrument to be characterized):

\[
\text{ASD}_B^I(\tau) = N \cdot \text{ASD}_A^I(\tau) \quad (7)
\]

The term \( N \) is independent of \( \tau \). It is also verified that, if the internal noise is white Gaussian, its \( \text{ASD} \) follows a \( \tau^1 \) power law. An analysis of the instrument pure internal noise (not reported here) shows that the \( \text{ASD} \) follows a \( \tau^1 \) power law. Because of this behavior, the ratio \( N \) can be considered constant.

Replacing Equation (7) in Equation (6) it results:

\[
\Delta \text{ASD}_{ab}(\tau) = \text{ASD}_A^I(\tau) \cdot \sqrt{N^2 + 1} \quad (8)
\]

A further assumption is that the total \( \text{ASD} \) derived from the measured signal time series can be assumed to represent only the instrument internal noise, if small observation times and clear sky conditions are considered:

\[
\text{ASD}(\tau) = \text{ASD}_A^I(\tau) \quad (9)
\]

Thus the ratio \( N \) can be derived from the \( \text{ASD} \) at the smallest available instrument integration time \( \tau_0 \), which coincide with the time series temporal step. Computing the \( \text{ASD} \) of the signal measured by the two instruments at the same (short) integration time \( \tau_0 \) the ratio \( N \) can be computed as:

\[
N = N_0 = \frac{\text{ASD}_B(\tau_0)}{\text{ASD}_A(\tau_0)} \quad (10)
\]

Once the \( N_0 \) term is computed, it can be replaced in equation (8) to compute the \( \text{ASD}_A(\tau) \) term.

2.3. White noise procedure

This procedure is based on the data of a single instrument and the assumption that the internal noise is a pure WGN. If that is the case, then the ASD of a WGN follows a \( \tau^{-1} \) power law.

Moreover, following equation (9) the ASD of the data series at the smallest time step is dominated by ASD of the instrumental noise. This assumption is valid if the data have been acquired in clear sky conditions where, at short integration time, the ASD is dominated by the instrumental internal noise. For this reason this procedure has been named “White Noise Procedure” (WNP). Using these two assumptions together, the ASD of the instrumental noise at any observation time \( \tau \) is computed as:

\[
\text{ASD}(\tau) = ASD(\tau_0) \cdot \left( \frac{\tau}{\tau_0} \right)^{-1} \quad (11)
\]

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC VARIABILITY INFLUENCE

In this section the effect of the atmospheric variability due to the different beams and positions of the DSA and the MWR is discussed.

The parameter of interest is the slant delay of a signal propagating through the Earth’s atmosphere to a receiver on the ground. The variations in the propagation delay in the microwave region are dominated by water vapor. Therefore, the focus will be on the wet refractivity and the SWD. It should, however, be noted that the calibration requirement is to correct at least for 90% of the slant wet delay. Therefore the variations in the dry refractivity (mainly temperature variations) may become equal in size with the wet delay residual after calibration.

For an accurate calibration of the SWD along the signal path, the DSA and the MWR beams should ideally be identical. A deviation from identical beams could be due to one or a combination of the following reasons: the MWR antenna beam is wider than the DSA beam, the site position of the MWR is offset with respect to the DSA beam, there is a pointing offset of the MWR on the sky, e.g., in order to avoid radiation from the sun or the ground. A different SWD is then obtained from the MWR data which are then to be used to calibrate the SWD in the DSA observations.

We have developed software to quantify the expected sizes of the differential SWD variability between the two beams for different observation geometries. It is based on the statistical model presented in [17]. The model starts with a turbulence theory description of the wet refractivity variations that is integrated to produce the wet delay variability structure.
functions, both in time and in space. In our applications we use standard values for the model parameters, e.g., the strength of the turbulence $C_n^2$ is fixed to $5.76 \cdot 10^{-14}$ m$^{-2/3}$, together with an atmospheric thickness of 1 km. We calculate the ASD as well as the RMS of the uncalibrated residual SWD from the model, i.e., the difference in the SWD between the two beams. In general, we find that the RMS error of the SWD is not a critical design parameter, while the ASD requirements, especially at short observation times and low elevation angles, are critical. The focus is therefore on the ASD of the SWD difference between the two beams.

Figure 2 shows the expected ASD of the uncalibrated SWD for two different geometries according to the model. In the following three scenarios of imperfect calibration are presented: beam shape difference, the site position offset, and the pointing offset, respectively.

3.1. Beam Shape Difference

An illustration of the DSA and MWR beam shapes are given in Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. In order to quantify the effect of the shapes we performed simulations where we modeled the mean wet delay apparent in the two beam volumes, instead of the wet delay apparent in the lines of sight of two ideal “pencil beam” shapes.

The MWR beam was modelled as a Gaussian beam with a FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) of 1.1° as resulted from the tradeoff analysis and reported in Section 6.1. On the other hand, the DSA beam was modeled as a cylinder with a diameter equal to 30 m. A couple of different observation geometries were tested for antenna position offsets of 25 and 50 m. We will have a reduction in the ASD of the wet delay due to averaging in the volumes of the beams, although their shapes are significantly different. The reductions in the ASD, when comparing the results for residual SWD in two volumes with those for ideal pencil beams, were fairly similar for all investigated observation geometries. Some results for antenna separation of 25 m are depicted in Figure 4. The ASD for the observations in the described volumes is of the order of 10–20 % lower than the pencil beam ASD.

The similarities in the result for different observation
geometries means that ASD simulations can be performed assuming pencil beams, and then scaled by, say, 0.86 in order to represent our beam volumes, with relatively little reduction in accuracy.

### 3.2. Site Position Offset

In the simulations, two preliminary design limits were used: the MWR is located at sites that are between 25 and 50 m away from the DSA. In Figure 5 we present the results at these two position-offset limits when the antennas are pointing in the same direction. The computation of the ASDs for the two distances and for different elevation angles shows that the mission requirements are difficult to meet for a location offset of 50 m, while they are partially satisfied for an offset of 25 m.

![Figure 5: ASD of the residual SWD for site position offsets of 25 and 50 m. The blue curves represent the uncalibrated atmosphere detailed in Figure 2](image)

### 3.3. Pointing Offset

For particular tracking geometries close to the Sun, a pointing offset is sometimes necessary in order to protect the MWR from receiving unacceptable levels of radiations from the Sun.

Different tests have been carried out considering different offset angles. Using the same observation geometry as in the previous analysis, Figure 6 shows the ASD at different elevation angles for the two pointing offsets of 1° and 2°. The position offset has been set to 0 m in these simulations. For offset angles larger than 1° the requirements are difficult to meet. This is further emphasized when observations are carried out at low elevation angles.

It is worth pointing out that under many observation conditions a deliberate pointing offset can actually partly compensate for the (necessary) position offset. When it is possible to let the two beams cross each other in the upper part of the planetary boundary layer the average distance between the points in the two beam volumes become small, resulting in a small residual SWD.

![Figure 6: ASD of the residual wet delay for pointing offsets](image)

### 4. CHARACTERIZATION OF MWR STABILITY

The MWRs RPG-ATPROP and RESCOM were installed at Cabauw (NL) site in the framework of the Cabauw Experimental Site for Atmospheric Remote Sensing (CESAR) program [18]. The data acquired have been used for the validation of the characterization methods, described in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 to characterize the internal noise of the RPG-ATPROP MWR.

The instruments have been deployed at a distance of about 30 m apart and pointed in the west direction at an elevation angle of 70°. In a preliminary evaluation of the deploying configuration, it can be assumed that the two instruments are observing the same atmosphere.

Eight months of data were available, but not all of them were suitable for the validation test. Data were selected based on the following criteria: (1) data acquired during clear sky conditions, in order to use the single channel retrieval at the common water vapor channel of 23.8 GHz, (2) continuous intervals of data longer than 6 hours, in order to have a sufficient data for calculation of the ASD at long observation time (10000 s), and (3) concurrent data available from both instruments. Due to the average meteorological conditions of the site only a few days of data have been used: 18 data sets of different time length.

The presented methods were used to estimate the instrumental stability for 20 s and 1000 s observation time. For each procedure the obtained results have been summed up and error bars have been obtained. Figure 7 shows the AWARDS requirements and the 3-sigma error bars.
The data analysis shows that at 20 s the two error methods result in an overlap. Concerning the theoretical value computed at 20 s, it is in agreement with the other proposed methods and it is also very close to the requirement ($3 \times 10^{-14}$ s/s at 20 s). On the other hand at 1000 s the WNP error bar is overlapped by the error bar of the Differential Procedure, while the theoretical noise is significantly smaller. This is a consequence of the ASD formulation in Eq. (2), and therefore the theoretical noise at 1000 s is too optimistic. This result confirms that the proposed methods are in agreement in terms of estimation of the instrumental noise. Moreover, a crucial result is that the RPG-ATPROP technology is statistically suitable with the AWARDS internal noise requirements. This means that, the current MWR technologies should be considered as the starting point for the design and development of the MORE MCS.

5. TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS OF THE MORE MEDIA CALIBRATION SYSTEM

The trade-off analysis carried out during the study is focused on the definition of the main characteristics of the RPG-ATPROP MWR, starting from the results of the stability data analysis. The RPG-ATPROP MWR has been selected as the possible MWR to be installed in the MCS as a state-of-the-art technology. In particular, considering stability results of Figure 7, the internal noise of the RPG-ATPROP MWR at 20 s observation time, is slightly above the AWARDS requirements. Therefore, the RPG-ATPROP design can be taken as a prototype for the MORE MCS with the exception of the short integration time.

During the analysis, the following effects which could corrupt the performance of the MWR and the entire MCS have been highlighted.

5.1. Effects at short integration time

Even if the requirement at 20 s observation time is almost satisfied, in order to increase the margin in the expected performance, it is proposed to include a double radiometric unit incorporating a total power radiometer and a Dicke-switch radiometer.

In this configuration the atmospheric signal (which is non-polarized in non-precipitating conditions) can be split in both orthogonal polarizations. This configuration can be obtained by using an orthomode transducer (OMT) for polarization splitting. A crucial aspect is that OMT is compact and is mechanically much more robust as it is built in waveguide technology and integrated in the protected radiometer housing, Figure 8.

Because the atmospheric signal is non-polarized in the conditions of interest (no rain) and horn antennas detect one linear polarization only, this approach improves the received signal strength by a factor of two.

In order to be able to calculate the ASD for all relevant time intervals (from 20 s to 10000 s) a weighting procedure for the measurements acquired by both radiometers will have to be developed. However, even if the details of this procedure were not investigated in this study, it was not deemed to represent a major showstopper for the fulfillment of the study goals.

5.2. Effects of solar contamination

The effect of the solar contamination represents a criticality for tracking of deep space probes, for both the DSA and the MWR. For this study, this aspect is particularly crucial, due to the orbit of Mercury, the innermost planet in the solar system. Due to the different beam shape of the DSA and MWR, the presence of the Sun may require a pointing offset, which significantly increases the ASD.

Concerning the DSA, its tracking capability is limited.
when probes are in conjunction with the Sun as demonstrated by the results of the Cassini SCE, even when a multifrequency link was considered. It meant that when the beam was within 6 solar radii from the center of the Sun, the solar plasma effects prevented the ground receivers to lock to the downlink signal. Considering the angular dimension of the Sun of about $0.5^\circ$ ($R_{\text{Sun}} = 0.25^\circ$), the minimum angular distance between the beam and the Sun is in the order of $1.5^\circ$. On the other hand, since the MWR will have a wider beamwidth than the DSA, it represents the ultimate limiting factor for experiments taking place during solar conjunctions. For this reason, this aspect drives the design of a new MWR antenna, characterized by smaller beamwidth and suppression of sidelobes (better than -40dB).

Although the new antenna design will reduce the beamwidth, it is still impossible for the MWR to be pointed as close to the Sun as the DSA. Figure 9 shows a representation of the defined limits around the Sun ($\delta_{\text{DSA}}$ is the DSA limit and $\delta_{\text{MWR}}$ is the MWR limit) and a possible spacecraft path in the sky. The MWR-to-Sun pointing limit, $\delta_{\text{MWR}}$ is defined as the minimum angular distance were the MWR antenna sidelobes are below -45db.

![Figure 9: Representation of the pointing boundary limits for both the DSA and MWR](image)

To guarantee tracking and calibration during solar conjunctions, three tracking strategies have been proposed with different pointing offsets. These strategies will be used when the angular distance between the spacecraft and the Sun will be below the MWR limit and are based on the data collected from one or two MWRs. The proposed strategies are:

- **Boundary strategy**, the MWR follows the spacecraft position along the MWR boundary circumference as close as possible to the spacecraft position.
- **Symmetric strategy**, two MWRs have to be considered and they would start to move along their circumference staying aligned together with the position of the probe: one MWR points to the left and the other to the right of the spacecraft position in the sky.
- **Equilateral triangle strategy**, two MWRs have to be considered, they would move along their boundary circumference in order to create an equilateral triangle where the spacecraft position and the two MWRs are the vertex of the triangle.

In order to appreciate the differences between the strategies Figure 10 shows their comparison in terms of angular distance from the spacecraft to the MWR (y-axis) and spacecraft to the centre of the Sun (x-axis).

It results that the Boundary and Equilateral strategies will reduce the angular distance between the spacecraft and the MWR, while the Symmetric strategy presents a larger distance if compared to the other two. The Equilateral Triangle strategy would be selected as the nominal strategy to be used if two MWRs are available. On the other hand, the Boundary strategy would be selected as nominal strategy if a single MWR is available or in case of failure of one of the two MWR in the double-MWR configuration.

![Figure 10: Tracking strategies comparison. Boundary (blue), Symmetric (black) and Equilateral Triangle (red)](image)

Finally, we recommended that the Symmetric strategy would not be implemented in the MWRs due to the introduction of a too large pointing offset, when compared to the Equilateral Triangle strategy.

5.3. Effects of ground noise emission

Effect of ground noise emission may be critical for the MWR pointing at low elevation angles. In this study, only elevation angles above $10^\circ$ are considered and the emission by the ground can be neglected. This elevation limit is a standard value for the orbit determination computation.

5.4. Effects of the uncertainty of the atmospheric variability

Effects of the atmospheric variability were presented in
Section 3. Some simulations were carried out considering different tracking geometries for the DSA antenna and an MWR. There is, however, a large uncertainty in the model parameters used in the simulations. For instance, the turbulence parameter $C_n^2$ can vary significantly with time. Means of quantifying this parameter is essential for the MWR error budget, both in the design phase and later during operation. Several methods exist to estimate $C_n^2$. A review of methods such as radar, radiosondes, thermosondes, GNSS, and MWR was recently published [19]. A radar system and the launching of sondes are, however, costly activities, which are unrealistic for our application. Instead we propose that existing ground-based GNSS receivers are used to characterize the atmospheric variability during the design phase. Later on, in the operational mode, the use of the MWRs themselves seems to be the optimal choice for this purpose. Since the wind conditions also will have an impact on the effect of atmospheric variability, the knowledge of them will also be beneficiary for the operation. Therefore, an anemometer can be included in the MCS in order to monitor the wind speed and the wind direction. It should, however, be remembered that the ground conditions often can differ significantly from those higher up in the atmosphere.

6. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OF THE MEDIA CALIBRATION SYSTEM

The following instruments are proposed to be included in the definition of the MCS: Microwave Radiometers renamed Troposphere Calibration Radiometer (TCR), Atmospheric Profiler, Meteorological Station, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver and Data Acquisition and Processing System.

6.1. Troposphere calibration radiometer

The TCR is the most critical component of the MCS and its design is based on the results obtained during the study. The ATPROP MWR has been selected as a baseline to define a preliminary design for possible development, however, there are two notable changes: (1) the need for a smaller antenna beamwidth with about 1° Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) with a high side lobe suppression to achieve the requirements for atmospheric beam matching and to avoid excess radiation from the Sun, (2) the inclusion of a total power receiver in addition to the Dicke switch noise injection receiver in order to achieve the ASD requirements for both short and long integration times. Figure 11 illustrates the planned setup of the core TCR. In the following the different functional blocks will be described. The TCR will include the seven K-band frequencies of ATPROP to characterize the SWD and water vapour variations. In ATPROP the atmospheric signal is divided in both orthogonal polarizations with one going to the K-band receiver and the other one to another receiver (in the 50–60 GHz frequency band) for temperature profiling. In the MORE TCR, the V-band receiver is replaced by a second K-band receiver that is identical to the first but does not use Dicke switching. In this way, redundancy is achieved. In case of failure of one receiver the other will still provide useful information.

![Figure 11: Possible setup of the TCR with an 80 cm antenna and radiometer units, i.e. the K-band module (total-power and the Dicke system) and an (optional) temperature profiler](image)
capable to estimate the air temperature and humidity vertical profiles is required. The installation of a dedicated profiler would allow an autonomously scan pattern, without limitation to the TCR’s tracking activity. In general, while the TCR will be synchronized to track in parallel with the DSA, the profiler can continuously perform boundary layer scan and provide information on atmospheric profiles for the assessment of the retrieval algorithm. Moreover, it can be pointed in any direction for the most accurate definition of the atmospheric profiles. As an example, an instrument well suited for this aspect is the RPG-HATPRO, equipped with 6 channels in the water vapor one in the liquid and 7 in the oxygen line [20].

6.3. Meteorological station

Another important component of the entire MCS is represented by the meteorological station. In general, it shall include a surface temperature sensor, a surface humidity sensor, a surface pressure sensor, a wind anemometer, a ceilometer and a rain sensor. Concerning the temperature, humidity, pressure and rain rate parameters, their measurements are crucial for the setup of the TCR retrieval algorithm in order to accurately estimate the slant path delay. On the other hand, the accurate estimation of the surface pressure is enough to estimate the hydrostatic path delay. The wind sensor is important to estimate the strength of turbulence and to evaluate it. At present, Cebreros complex, as well as all the other ESA/ESTRACK complexes, are equipped with a meteorological station which is currently used to provide the standard troposphere path delay data for deep ESA’s deep space probe tracking activity.

6.4. Global Navigation Satellite System

In the MCS an optional component is a GNSS receiver. It can serve as a backup instrument for different applications: estimation of atmosphere variability, time reference and monitoring of Zenith Total Delay (ZTD) [21]. Provided that accurate observations of the ground pressure is acquired, the equivalent Zenith Wet Delay (ZWD) can be inferred as a reference in order to validate the performance of the microwave radiometers. A geodetic dual–frequency receiver is required in order to reduce and suppress error sources of the GNSS. The dual frequencies are for example needed to estimate and remove the dispersive effect on the propagation delay of the signal caused by the free electrons in the ionosphere. This kind of receivers are usually installed on concrete monuments in order to provide high position stability and equipped with a choke ring antenna, to suppress the multipath effects from the ground as well as from other nearby objects.

6.5. Data acquisition and processing system

Another important component is represented by the data acquisition and processing system. This system is crucial to collect data from all the instruments of the MCS and to process them in order to obtain a more accurate calibration for deep space probe tracking purposes. This system provides the connection of the MCS data directly to the ESA ESOC Flights Dynamics team.

Some MCS instruments, as the TCRs, are able to operate independently using its embedded computer. Once the TCRs have been set up they are capable to perform the tracking activity synchronized with the DSA. Then, data are sent to an external computer which interfaces with all the other MCS instruments and processes all the data in order to provide the troposphere calibration data.

The data acquisition and processing system software needs to control the activity of all the instruments. Concerning the TCRs the software has to manage automatic tipping curve procedure such that no interference with times important for spacecraft tracking are used. At the same time the software has to manage the scanning activity of the profiler as well as to monitor the acquisition activity of the other instruments.

6.6. Deployment Configurations

Following the list of equipment described in the previous sections, two possible configurations of the MCS have been foreseen, characterized by the installation of one or two twin TCRs. Among all possible configurations, some aspects have to be fixed for a correct deployment of the TCS, in order to avoid blockage of the field of view of the MWRs due to the DSA dish. The DSA tracks deep space spacecraft along the ecliptic plane. In particular, this means that the TCR would be southward if the DSA site is in the northern hemisphere or northward if the DSA site is in the southern hemisphere.

Generally speaking, installing a MWR co-located in the DSA subreflector would provide the most accurate estimation of the real path delay observed by the DSA. Nevertheless, several technological and operational issues have to be considered with this option. Therefore, the preferred choice at present is to have the TCR installed on the ground as close as possible to the DSA.

In order to mitigate the effects of the atmospheric fluctuations, the previous analysis has shown that the deployment distance between the TCRs and the DSA basement should be limited to maximum 25 m (see Section 4). Figure 12 shows a possible deployment of the MCS configuration at Cebreros, where the two MWRs are southward of the DSA antenna dish at a distance of about 25 m from the center of the DSA basement.

The distance between the two TCRs has been fixed to
20 m. This distance is crucial to guarantee a redundancy without loss of tracking data in case of failure. In particular, the distance between the two TCRs could be reduced without limitations (with the exception of the potential screening effect of one TCR with respect to the other) but could not be increased indefinitely, because of possible blockages of the field of view of the instruments at low elevation angles.

In order to better characterize the state of atmosphere, an additional radiometer profiler has been deployed between the two TCRs. To complete the MCS, a GNSS receiver and a meteorological station have to be installed at the ground station complex.

In addition, two issues need further investigations, namely: the way to combine the information of the total power MWR (for short integration times, up to approx 100 s) and the Dicke switch MWR for longer integration times into a single “synthetic” observable, and an accurate simulation for the evaluation of the benefits of a crossing beam configuration in order to mitigate the atmospheric variability effect due to a position offset between the DSA and the MWR.
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Figure 12: Overview of a possible deployment of the MCS with two MWR in Cebreros

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The study demonstrates the need of an accurate and stable MCS, based on MWR technology, in order to satisfy the stringent radio link stability requirements for MORE. The RPG-ATPROP MWR was used as a reference state-of-the-art MWR and it has been characterized in terms of internal stability and overall ASD. In particular, the capability of the RPG-ATPROP to satisfy the MORE requirements at 1000 s and 10000 s observation time was demonstrated. On the other hand, at 20 s observation time the requirement is not fully met.

The data analysis led to the definition of a new MWR named Troposphere Calibration Radiometer, to be the main component of the MORE MCS. The TCR will be based on a combination of Dicke switch and total power radiometer units and equipped with an 80 cm diameter reflector antenna.

The analysis led also to the definition of two MCS configurations: based on the installation of one or two TCRs. The suggested configuration includes two TCRs and offers a better capability to mitigate Sun contamination effects, ground emission and atmospheric variability.

Among the good results obtained during the study, further aspects have been highlighted and additional investigations are required. In particular the small amount of meteorological data in Cebreros did not allow the possibility to correctly determine representative statistics for the $C_n^2$ turbulence parameter.

The study has provided guidelines for the system design. However certain parameters (e.g. the distance between the radiometer(s) and the DSA, the relative distance between the two radiometers — if such an option is selected) are not to be considered final.